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Summary
Background: A principal task of the visual system is to detect
and classify moving objects in the visual environment. Infor-
mation about the size of an object is critical for selecting
appropriate behavioral responses. Object size is encoded in
retinal ganglion cell (RGC) activity. Little is known, however,
about how inputs from the multitude of RGC subtypes are
distributed to higher visual centers and how information is
combined from these feature-selective inputs.
Results: Here we show that in the zebrafish optic tectum,
prey- or predator-like moving targets evoke activity in distinct
groups of RGC fibers dependent on target size, demonstrating
a retinal origin of tectal size classification. Small-size-selective
retinal inputs are relatively more frequent in the most superfi-
cial layer of the tectal neuropil, whereas large-size-selective
inputs predominate in deeper layers. Monostratified superfi-
cial interneurons (SINs) process large-size- and small-size-
selective signals dependent on their dendritic target layer,
consistent with the retinal input organization. Further down-
stream, small- and large-sized objects are encoded in popula-
tion activity of separate sets of tectal neurons.
Conclusions: Ethologically relevant size classes are preferen-
tially processed in different layers of the tectal neuropil. The
tectum categorizes visual targets on the basis of retinally
computed size information, suggesting a critical role in visually
guided response selection.Introduction
Classifying the size of moving objects is a fundamental
computational task for the visual system. In general, local ob-
ject motion serves as a strong trigger for bottom-up attention
[1]. Concurrent classification of object size obviously serves as
a useful basis for rapid perceptual decision making: a large
object is more likely to turn out to be a threat, e.g., a predator.
Conversely, a small object could be prey and should be tar-
geted with little delay. Thus, size discrimination in the visual
system is a central classification process for rapid response
selection. Classically, the two response categories are orient-
ing, goal-directed movements (‘‘attack’’) and aversive, de-
fense-like movements (‘‘flight’’).
A visual center known to play a key role in response selec-
tion is the superior colliculus (SC), or its nonmammalian homo-
log, the optic tectum [2]. Visually controlled orienting and3Co-first author
*Correspondence: johann.bollmann@mpimf-heidelberg.mpg.depursuit movements are impaired by lesions of this structure,
while local stimulation or pharmacological disinhibition of the
optic tectum can induce both orienting and defensive behavior
[2–5]. It is well known that the retina contains distinct ganglion
cell types that have different sensitivities to object size [6–9].
Thus, classes of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) with different
size selectivity could form parallel channels toward the brain,
but how these channels are distributed and combined in reti-
norecipient centers is not clear [10]. Specifically, does the
size classification process in the optic tectum have access
to size-selective signals generated in the retina? Alternative
models suggest that size-selective responses may result
from surround suppression generated by local or feedback
connections, as described in visual cortex [11, 12]. Also, earlier
work in the tectum has suggested that size selectivity is an
emergent property of the intratectal circuitry [13, 14].
The zebrafish has emerged as an important model system
for identifying neural correlates of visuomotor processing, for
example by imaging neural activity at the population level
[15, 16]. In addition, detailed information on the structure-func-
tion relationship of individual, genetically labeled neurons in a
neural circuit can be obtained using Ca2+ imaging and patch-
clamp recordings from single cells [17, 18]. Together, these
provide a rich basis for building models useful also for
mammalian visuomotor research [19, 20]. To identify the
source of size selectivity in the tectum, we measured the dis-
tribution of size-selective Ca2+ signals in RGC afferents in
response to stimuli previously shown to evoke different swim
patterns [21, 22]. Furthermore, we recorded from horizontal
tectal neurons and found that they receive size-tuned pre-
synaptic input in retinorecipient layers. Surprisingly, these
superficial interneurons (SINs) exhibited distinct size-tuning
properties, depending on whether their dendrites arborized
beyond a critical depth within the tectal neuropil. Also, object
size was encoded in different postsynaptic populations in the
periventricular layer, which identifies the optic tectum as a crit-
ical stage for object classification and response selection.
Results
Size Discrimination in the Retinotectal Pathway
Zebrafish larvae respond to small visual targets moving in the
periphery with short orienting swims directed toward the stim-
ulus (Figure 1A). Larger targets evoke avoidance swims in the
opposite direction (Figure 1B). To examine size sensitivity in
the retinotectal pathway, we projected light rectangular tar-
gets moving on a gray background with stationary objects
(Figures 1A–1D). This stimulus configuration closely resembles
the way paramecia, the natural prey of zebrafish, appear when
illuminated from above and imaged from the side, i.e., from the
perspective of the larva (Figure 1C). Furthermore, this configu-
ration was shown previously to be ethologically relevant in that
it can evoke prey capture sequences in a closed-loop virtual
environment [22].
The zebrafish optic tectum is critical for target-directed
swims in the presence of prey-like objects. Recent analysis
has shown that morphologically distinct RGCs target single
layers in the tectal neuropil [23]. Little is known, however,
about how functionally distinct RGC classes with different
Figure 1. Size Discrimination in the Retinotectal
Pathway using Ethological Stimuli
(A and B) ‘‘Appetitive’’ versus ‘‘aversive’’ swim. A
zebrafish larva performs swims directed toward
a small moving target (A) or away from a large
target (B). The stimulus paradigm is shown in
the bottom panels; a white rectangle moves on a
gray background with stationary objects.
(C) Configuration for imaging paramecia as seen
from the perspective of hunting zebrafish. Inset:
examples of paramecia. Note that paramecia
appear as bright objects on a dark background.
Scale bar, 0.5 mm.
(D) Experimental set up for multiphoton imaging
and patch-clamp recordings, in combination
with behaviorally relevant visual stimulation.
(E) The retina contains functionally distinct RGC
subtypes (schematically highlighted by color).
The tectum receives RGC input mainly in the
superficial layers (stratum opticum and stratum
fibrosum et griseum superficiale), but how func-
tionally distinct RGC subtypes map onto these
layers is unclear.
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(Figure 1E). To determine the functional organization of size
selectivity in this important visual pathway, we used multi-
photon Ca2+ imaging and targeted patch-clamp recordings
to determine size-tuning curves in response to behaviorally
relevant stimuli.
The Optic Tectum Receives Small- and Large-Size-
Selective RGC Input
We crossed the atoh7:gal4 transgenic line [24] to a UAS:
GCaMP6m transgenic line to target expression of the geneti-
cally encoded Ca2+ indicator (GECI) GCaMP6m [25] to RGCs
(Figure 2A). In some experiments, we used a UAS:GCaMP3
line with similar results. Using multiphoton imaging at different
optical planes, we observed a dispersed pattern of size-selec-
tive Ca2+ signals in the retinorecipient neuropil (Figure 2B).
Notably, many regions of interest (ROIs) throughout the neuro-
pil exhibited fluorescence transients selectively evoked by
small targets. Moreover, some regions showed a transient
response to the OFF edge of a whole-field flash. To quantify
the sensitivity of different presynaptic compartments to stimuli
of different sizes, we measured the signal variance during
target presentation, from which we obtained size-tuning
curves (Figure 2C). We calculated a size index, which was
positive for large-size preference and negative for small-size
preference.
Next, we generated color maps to highlight size-selective
regions and compared their location with the laminar structure
of the tectal neuropil (Figure 2D). There was no strict laminar
organization for size-selective pixels, suggesting that differ-
ently tuned RGC types can innervate the same tectal layer.
To quantify the distribution of size-tuned afferents, we divided
the retinorecipient neuropil into a superficial layer, a central
layer, and a deep layer at dorsal and ventral imaging planes
in the tectum (Figure 2D, top and bottom). Frequency histo-
grams of size indices grouped according to the assigned
layers showed that small-size-selective regions were relatively
frequent in superficial layers, whereas large-size-selectiveregions predominated in deeper layers.
This trend was observed both in the dor-
sal and in the ventral imaging planes(Figures 2E and 2F, top and bottom; n = 11 fish). The percent-
age of small-size-selective pixels with a size index%20.2 was
16% in the superficial layer, but only 2.5% in the deep layer, in
dorsal imaging planes. In ventral planes, the corresponding
percentages were 9% versus 3%. Overall, the size index distri-
butions were significantly different between the superficial,
central, and deep neuropil layers (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test,
p < 10210; Figure 2G). We also observed small-size- and
large-size-selective Ca2+ signals in larvae, in which GCaMP6m
was expressed stochastically in small subsets of RGCs (Fig-
ure S1). Together, these observations suggest that size classi-
fication already begins in RGC fibers innervating the tectal
neuropil, with a relatively strong representation of small-size-
selective inputs in the most superficial layer.
SINs Arborize in Distinct Retinorecipient Layers of the
Tectal Neuropil
Do tectal cells selectively pick up size-tuned signals from
retinal inputs? To address this question, we focused our anal-
ysis on SINs because their anatomical position suggests that
they receive direct synaptic input from RGC terminals. Here
we examined the size-tuning properties of SINs to determine
whether their activity is sensitive to object size within the
ethologically relevant range.
Because information on the laminar distribution of SINs is
lacking, we performed an analysis of their dendritic depth. In
an unbiased sampling approach, randomly selected SINs
were patched using the ‘‘shadow patch’’ technique and were
filledwith a red fluorescent dye in thepou4f3:GFP line, in which
GFP expression reproducibly labels RGC fibers in themost su-
perficial layer (stratumopticum, SO) and the deepest portion of
a central layer (stratumfibrosumetgriseumsuperficiale, SFGS)
[26], which we use as an anatomical yardstick to determine
relative dendritic depth [18]. A comparison of the RGC expres-
sion patterns in double transgenic pou4f3:GFP/atoh7:gap43-
RFP fish revealed that the RGC axons projecting into the SO
in the pou4f3:GFP line represent a subset of the most superfi-
cial RGC axons labeled in the atoh7 line (Figure S2).
Figure 2. RGC Inputs to Tectal Neuropil Carry Small- and Large-Size-Selective Signals
(A) Two optical sections from tectal neuropil with GCaMP6m expressed in RGC fibers. Imaging depth is 18 mmand 51 mm from the dorsal crest. Dashed lines
indicate superficial, central, and deep layers. Colored boxes indicate eight representative ROIs. Arrowheads mark skin fluorescence. M, medial direction;
C, caudal direction.
(B) Normalized fluorescence signals from ROIs in response to moving targets and full-field flash. Object size is indicated above the stimulus trace. Numbers
refer to ROIs indicated in (A). Note the whole-field flash OFF response in traces 6 and 8.
(C) Size-tuning curves calculated from signal variance in ROIs indicated in (A). Variance wasmeasured in intervals indicated by the blue (small-stimulus size)
and green (large-stimulus size) vertical boxes in (B). Size index (S.I.) was calculated as S.I. = (Varlarge 2 Varsmall) / (Varlarge + Varsmall).
(D) Size selectivity maps for optical sections shown in (A) with corresponding color scale.
(E) Normalized frequency distributions of size indices determined from single-pixel fluorescence signals, sorted for the superficial, center, and deep layers of
the neuropil and displayed separately for the dorsal and ventral imaging plane. Data are from (D).
(F) Average frequency distributions of size indices from 11 fish, for dorsal and ventral imaging planes.
(G) Cumulative histograms of size indices. The same data as in (F) are shown.
Scale bars, 50 mm (A and D). See also Figure S1.
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2378The majority of patched SINs had a monostratified dendritic
tree branching in a single retinorecipient layer (Figures 3A–3F).
They covered a large extent of the neuropil in both the rostro-
caudal and the mediolateral directions (Figures 3A and 3D).
The target layer, however, varied widely for different SINs (Fig-
ures 3B, 3C, 3E, and 3F). We used intensity profile analysis
along the radial direction of the neuropil (Figures 3G and 3H)
to quantify the distribution of SIN target layers. Notably, about
24% of SINs exhibited a very superficial tree in the SO (relative
depth class > 90%), whose branches appeared to be inter-
woven with the thin SO layer labeled in the pou4f3:GFP line,
whereas no SINs were found to arborize in the deepest
SFGS layers (relative depth class < 20%; Figure 3I). Acomparison between the relative depth of SIN somata with
dendritic depth showed no significant correlation (Figure 3J).
In conclusion, the broad distribution of SIN target layers sug-
gests that these cells may serve distinct roles in visual input
processing.
Size Tuning of Excitatory Inputs to SINs Is Layer
Dependent
Next, using whole-cell recordings, we determined the synaptic
input patterns of SINs and compared their input tuning proper-
ties with dendritic depth. In response to the moving targets of
variable size, we observed different patterns of excitatory
postsynaptic currents. A frequent example were SINs that
Figure 3. SINs Stratify in Different Sublayers of Retinorecipient Neuropil
(A) Maximum-intensity projection showing a SIN filled with sulforhodamine (red) and retinal afferent fibers (cyan). A dorsal view is shown.
(B) Transverse optical section through same cell as in (A). Dendrites of labeled SIN colocalize with the superficial SO band (arrowhead).
(C) Maximum-intensity projection along same orientation as in (B). Dendrites remain in the SO layer. Note that the apparent broadening of the SIN dendrites
(lower left) is caused by the tectal curvature. Compare also Movie S1.
(D–F) Representation of a patched SIN in a different fish. The same orientation as in (A)–(C) is used. Note that dendritic tree stratifies in a narrow region of the
deeper SFGSD,F.
(G) Line profile analysis from boxed region in (C). The blue curve indicates GFP-expressing layers in SO and SFGSD,F. The red curve indicates the extent of
the SIN dendritic tree. The thin red line is a Gaussian fit.
(H) Line profile analysis for the cell in (F). Note: oblique sections and maximum-intensity projections in (B), (C), (E), and (F) were gamma corrected for
visualization of the thin SO band, but line profiles were measured in uncorrected maximum-intensity projections.
(I) Histogram of dendrite depth of individual SINs measured in the pou4f3:GFP background (n = 41).
(J) Scatter plot of soma depth versus dendrite depth for individual SINs exhibits no significant correlation (p = 0.84, Spearman rank correlation).
Scale bars, 40 mm (C and F). See also Figure S2 and Movie S1.
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2379received tonic excitatory inputs that persisted during presen-
tation of small moving targets but were suppressed during
large target presentation (Figures 4A and 4B). Conspicuously,
these cells often showed a strong phasic increase in excitatory
input toward the end of a large-size stimulus interval. These
SIN types typically arborized in different sublayers of the
SFGS. By contrast, other SINs exhibited relatively low tonic
input currents during stimulus pauses but received excitatory
inputs selectively evoked by small targets (Figures 4C and 4D).
These SINs predominantly stratified in the superficial SO layer.
Because small-size-selective SINs were relatively rarely
encountered during random sampling, we also patched cells
in a new transgenic line (Oh:GCaMP6s; Supplemental Experi-
mental Procedures) in which individual SINs could be
screened for small-size selectivity using multiphoton Ca2+
imaging prior to patch-clamp analysis. These SINs also ex-
hibited small-size-selective inputs and displayed a dendritic
tree in the most superficial neuropil (Figures 4D and 4K). We
used the variance of the current recording as a generalized
measure for whether a stimulus caused a change in the input
activity in a given stimulus interval. This way, size-tuning
curves were determined for each cell, and a size index
was calculated from the averaged variances for large and
small targets, respectively (Figures 4E–4H). Importantly,
most large-size-selective SINs with a positive size index had
dendritic trees that arborized in deeper layers (relative
depth < 90%), while the majority of cells with negative size in-
dex featured dendritic trees in a thin superficial layer (relativedepth > 90%; Figure 4I). When grouped according to dendrite
depth and assigned to the SFGS and SO, respectively, the size
indices were significantly different between the two groups
(Figure 4J).
To further test whether synaptic inputs to SINs may origi-
nate directly from RGC terminals in the tectum, we also
measured their sensitivity to whole-field flashes (Figure S3).
This corroborated the notion that tonic and phasic ON- and
OFF-type RGCs may contribute to SIN input activity in a
layer-dependent fashion. Notably, SINs with dendrites in the
SO were virtually insensitive to whole-field flashes, consistent
with their tuning to small objects. Together, these findings
suggest that SINs receive distinct size-selective input and
that a subpopulation arborizing in the superficial SO is prefer-
entially activated by small moving targets resembling prey-
like objects.
Functionally Distinct Classes of SINs in the Tectal Neuropil
Next, we also determined the size-tuning curves of somatic
Ca2+ signals across the SIN population. In the novel Oh:
GCaMP6s line, the GECI was expressed in a broader pattern
that included most, if not all, SINs. In this line, SINs
exhibited heterogeneous size-tuning properties, which could
not be inferred from their somatic location (Figure 5A). We
confirmed in separate recordings that SINs can generate
action potentials (Figure S4), which are therefore likely to
underlie somatic Ca2+ transients. The time course of Ca2+
transients evoked by moving targets revealed cells that
Figure 4. SINs Receive Size-Selective Excitatory
Input
(A) Synaptic current in a SIN with dendrite in upper
SFGS. Note the strong background current, which
is suppressed during the presentation of larger
targets, and subsequent rebound from input
suppression.
(B) Recording from SIN with dendrites in deep
SFGS with size-tuned synaptic input.
(C) Recording from SIN with dendrites in the
superficial SO. Note the increase in synaptic cur-
rent during small target presentation.
(D) Recording from a SIN in the Oh:GCaMP6s line
with dendrites in superficial SO, preselected
because of small-size-driven Ca2+ signals.
(E–H) Current variance of cells shown in (A)–(D) as
a function of target size. Horizontal lines indicate
the mean variance for small and large targets,
respectively.
(I) Size index of SINs versus dendritic depth. Gray
symbols indicate SINs randomly sampled in the
pou4f3:GFP line (n = 41). Red, crossed circles indi-
cate SINs preselected in the Oh:GCaMP6s line
(nominal dendrite depth 100%, n = 7). The vertical
line indicates 90% dendrite depth.
(J) Size index of SINs with dendrites arborizing
within 20%–90% of retinorecipient neuropil
(SFGS) andR90% (SO)were significantly different
(p = 3.5 3 1024, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). The red
line indicates the median, the box indicates the
25%–75%-quartile range, and error bars indicate
the full range of data.
(K) Example of small-size-selective SIN in the
Oh:GCaMP6s line. The same cell as in (D) is
shown. The maximum-intensity projection is ori-
ented as in Figure 3C. GCaMP6s expression
shown in cyan. Scale bar, 40 mm.
See also Figure S3.
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2380were selective for either large or small stimuli, respectively
(Figure 5B). k-means clustering of the normalized fluores-
cence traces [27] from the population of imaged SINs (n =
133 cells from 14 fish) yielded different response classes
(Figures 5C and 5D; see also Figure S4). Two classes were
similar in that they contained neurons selective for large-
size objects, but they differed in whether they also exhibited
a strong OFF response after a whole-field flash (Figure 5D,
left and middle columns). The third class, which comprised
19% of responsive SINs, showed an opposite size-tuning
profile (Figures 5C and 5D, right columns), with fluorescence
transients evoked primarily by small-size stimuli. Additionally,
the response to whole-field flashes in this subset was negli-
gible. Size indices were significantly different for the third
class compared to the first two classes (Figure 5E), while
the large-size-selective groups were significantly different
from each other with respect to their OFF response (Fig-
ure 5F). Thus, we conclude that SINs fall into functionally
distinct subgroups that are differentially recruited depending
on object size.
Size Classification in Separate Populations of
Periventricular Neurons
If the tectum participates in classification of large and
small moving objects, we would expect that object size isrepresented further downstream in the tectal circuitry by
activity in different subpopulations of periventricular neurons
(PVNs). Yet, evidence for size classification in the PVN popu-
lation is scarce. Therefore, we measured the size tuning of
PVNs in a elavl3:GCaMP5G line, which expresses GCaMP5G
panneuronally (Figure 6A). Somatic fluorescence transients in
PVNs showed a great functional diversity in response to
moving targets and/or whole-field flashes (Figure 6B), as
observed earlier [28]. Size selectivity maps were generated
on a pixel-by-pixel basis (Figure 6A, bottom), and a size
index was calculated for responsive PVNs (Figure 6C). This
revealed populations of small-size- and large-size-selective
cells, distributed without apparent spatial order (Figure 6A,
bottom). A broad distribution of size indices was observed
in individual fish (Figure 6D). The histogram of size selectivity
pooled over five fish (n = 523 neurons) showed that 40% of
cells were small-size selective (size index < 20.2), while
43% of PVNs were tuned to large objects (size index > 0.2)
(Figure 6E). This indicates that a substantial fraction of tectal
PVNs is active during the presentation of behaviorally relevant
large objects. This corroborates the notion that at the PVN
level, the tectum contributes to classifying both small and
large targets and may mediate the suitable response, appeti-
tive versus avoidance swims, depending on classification
outcome.
Figure 5. Size Tuning in Functionally Distinct
Classes of SINs
(A) Optical section representative of tectal expres-
sion in Oh:GCaMP6s fish. ROIs mark three SINs
with fluorescence signals in response to moving
targets. Scale bar, 40 mm.
(B) Examples of fluorescence time course in ROIs
shown in (A). The left and middle traces show the
responses of large-size-selective SINs. Note dif-
ference in response to whole-field flash. On the
right, the response of a small-size-selective SIN
is shown.
(C) Size-tuning curves of SINs shown in (A) and
(B) (same color code) using variance analysis (Sup-
plemental Experimental Procedures). The inset
shows the proportion of each response type from
all SINs (n = 133).
(D) Raster plot of normalized fluorescence
changes in response to stimuli of different sizes
for the entire population, sorted using k-means
clustering. Each row in the raster plot represents
the fluorescence time course from an individual
SIN soma.
(E) Box-and-whisker plot of size indices for the
three different response types of SINs shown
in (D). Group III is statistically different (p =
3.6 3 10213, Kruskal-Wallis-test/Bonferroni
correction for multiple comparisons). Red lines
indicate the median, boxes indicate the 25%–
75%-quartile range, and error bars indicate the
full range of data.
(F) Box-and-whisker plot of ON/OFF indices
calculated from responses to whole-field stimuli
for each of the three response types analyzed
in (D). Group I is statistically different (p = 1.4 3
10210, Kruskal-Wallis-test with Bonferroni correc-
tion).
See also Figure S4.
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What is the combination of input channels a given visual cen-
ter receives from the multitude of RGC subtypes, and how
does it integrate information across these highly specialized
inputs? The main result of this study is that in the zebrafish
optic tectum, large and small stimuli known to evoke dif-
ferent behaviors are already classified by selective activation
of presynaptic RGC input channels. Unexpectedly, postsyn-
aptic SINs fall into different subpopulations with distinct
size-tuning properties, dependent on their target layer
(Figure 7).
Size Tuning in the Retinotectal Pathway
By combining the merits of newly developed GECIs [25],
multiphoton microscopy in the visual system [29], and behav-
iorally relevant visual stimulation, we could measure the tun-
ing properties of retinal inputs to the tectum at high spatial
resolution. This approach directly demonstrated the presence
of retinal inputs selectively responding to small and large
sizes in the retinorecipient layers. While small-size-driven sig-
nals tended to be relatively more frequent in the most super-
ficial SO, large-size-driven signals were more frequent in
SFGS sublayers, although we did not observe a strict laminar
organization (Figures 7A and 7B). Therefore, small-size-selec-
tive retinal signals may also be transmitted in the SFGS. Bycontrast, some classes of direction-selective RGCs specif-
ically target distinct sublayers in the superficial neuropil
[18, 30].
What types of RGCs may contribute to size-dependent in-
puts in the optic tectum? In the case of small-size-selective
inputs, a strong inhibitory surround mechanism in the retina
most likely suppresses the firing rate when an object with
wide leading and trailing edges moves across its receptive
field and, by the same token, during whole-field flash stimu-
lation. Versions of this functional RGC type are found in the
retinae of most vertebrates, originally described as ‘‘bug de-
tectors’’ in the frog by Lettvin et al. [31], and subsequently as
local-edge detectors (LEDs) in the rabbit [6]. Further exam-
ples from this class include theta cells in the cat [32] and
W3 RGCs in the mouse retina [33], which also exhibit projec-
tions to the SC. These cell types bear resemblance in that
they have small dendritic fields arborizing in the central layers
of the inner plexiform layer (IPL). In the larval zebrafish, we
may derive an estimate of the dendritic field size of small-
size-selective RGCs by geometrical comparison. The inner
diameter of the suppressive surround receptive field of
LED-type RGCs is approximately one to two times that of
its dendritic field diameter [33–35]. Suppression of small-
size-selective RGC signals was observed when 16 3 8 or
larger stimuli were used. This size corresponds to an area
of approx. 30 mm 3 15 mm on the IPL, which is in good
Figure 6. Large- and Small-Size-Selective Re-
sponses in Periventricular Neurons
(A) Top: optical section through periventricular
layer in elavl3:GCaMP5G fish. Bottom: size selec-
tivity map for the same optical section, calculated
from fluorescence signals in single pixels. Unre-
sponsive pixels appear black, and responsive
pixels insensitive to size appear gray (size index
near 0). Examples of nine responsive PVNs are
marked by circular ROIs. Scale bar, 20 mm.
(B) Fluorescence time course in ROIs as indicated
in (A) in response to moving targets and full-field
flash.
(C) Size-tuning curves calculated from signal vari-
ance in somatic ROIs indicated in (A). Size indices
are indicated above the tuning curves.
(D) Frequency histogram of size indices from cell
bodies in a single fish from five optical sections.
(E) Frequency histogram of size indices from cell
body signals accumulated in five fish.
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2382correspondence with that of some RGC dendritic field sizes
in the larval retina [23, 36]. We conclude that a defined set
of RGCs with narrow dendritic fields selectively encodes
small objects moving on a stationary background, which con-
tributes critically to size classification in the retinotectal
pathway. Indeed, the SO was recently shown to receive
projections mainly from narrowfield bistratified and diffuse
RGCs, which may therefore represent good candidates for
transmitting small-size-selective input to the most superficial
neuropil [23].
The origin of large-size-selective tectal inputs may lie
in RGCs with larger dendritic fields and, if at all, weaker
surround suppression. Notably, whole-field-responsive
RGCs with wide dendritic fields in the mammalian retina,
such as alpha/Y RGCs, have been found to project to deep
layers in the SC [37,38]. Furthermore, we expect large-size-
selective RGC dendrites to arborize at least partially in the
OFF layers of the IPL, shown to be present already at early
larval stages [39]. This is because (1) large-size-selective
RGC terminals often exhibited a pronounced OFF response
during whole-field flashes and (2) SINs selectively activated
by large stimuli often received significant tonic OFF inputs
(Figure S3).Structure and Function of Superficial
Interneurons
Direct patch clamp recordings from SINs
revealed a remarkable diversity in their
morphological and functional properties.
What are the functional roles of SIN sub-
types stratifying in distinct retinoreci-
pient layers of the tectum? Because
of their horizontal morphology and inhib-
itory phenotype [14], a comparison with
retinal amacrine cells may be instructive.
SINs probably carry a widespread global
signal when excitation exceeds a certain
threshold, similar to some spiking wide-
field amacrine cells. This may suggest
that SINs provide lateral inhibition to
adjacent tectal regions that receive input
from other zones of the visual field.
Particularly in the superficial SO layer,
this may help to sharpen the positionalinformation about a small target or inhibit simultaneously
incoming information in a winner-take-all fashion, generated
by competing small targets in multiple, spatially segregated
‘‘hot spots’’ of activity. Alternatively, a global spikemechanism
in SINs may provide wide-field reciprocal inhibition between
two hypothesized subnetworks that could process small ob-
jects and large objects, respectively (Figure 7C), which would
argue for a role of SINs in pattern separation and object clas-
sification. Finally, it is possible that individual SIN dendrites
may support local transmitter release at subthreshold excita-
tion levels, which could shape the tuning properties of pre-
and postsynaptic compartments, depending on the local
connectivity, similar to circuit motifs in the retina or the olfac-
tory system [29, 40]. The role of these cell types remains spec-
ulative, however, until the postsynaptic targets of SINs are
identified, which may become possible using volume electron
microscopy and targeted reconstructions [41].
How do the different types of SINs in the SO and the SFGS
respond when prey-like objects move across the visual field?
In this case, most SO SINs receive phasic excitation, which
may suggest that in this layer, the positions of small-sized ob-
jects with prey-like value are preferentially processed. At the
same time, deeper SINs in SFGS receive tonic excitatory input,
Figure 7. Proposed Connectivity of Size-Selective Circuits in the Retino-
tectal Pathway
(A) Small-size-selective RGCs project to retinorecipient layers with a prefer-
ence for the most superficial sublayers (SO). A subset of SINs costratifies
and connects preferentially to this RGC input type.
(B) Large objects and global motion are represented in the activity of a
different set of RGCs, which predominate in deeper tectal layers. SINs
with dendrites in these layers process activity in response to large objects
and/or whole-fieldmotion. PVNs are tuned to small or large objects, respec-
tively. Their size tuning could result from specific connections in superficial
or deeper retinorecipient layers.
(C) Proposed tectal circuit for object classification and size-selective
response selection. A tectal hemisphere contains two parallel output
stages, one activated by large objects (large-size processing) the other by
small objects (small-size processing). The small-size-processing network
may receive small-size-selective retinal input predominantly in the superfi-
cial SO, whereas large-size-selective RGCs activate a separate tectal sub-
network, predominantly in the SFGS. These tectal subnetworks may inhibit
each other reciprocally (dashed lines). The tuning curves in the insets sche-
matically show activity (A) versus size (S).
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tive tectal subnetwork. Together, this may put the tectal
network into a state facilitating the detection and classification
of prey-like objects. However, when large objectsmove across
the field, we expect a spatial wave of suppression and rebound
excitation of RGCs and subsequent inhibition from deep SINs
to sweep through the SFGS. Thus, large-size stimuli evoke acomplex spatiotemporal response both in the SFGS network
and in a substantial fraction of PVNs (Figure 6). This sensitivity
to large stimuli suggests that the tectum not only plays a role in
detecting small, prey-like objects [42], but may also be critical
for the detection of large objects, which usually evoke aversive
motor responses. A tectal hemisphere sends efferents to pre-
motor areas in the reticulospinal system via both ipsi- and
contralateral projections [43], providing a putative anatomical
substrate for target-directed and aversive turns. This is in
accord with the notion that the optic tectum participates
in the generation of orienting and avoidance behaviors in a
wide range of species [2, 3, 44, 45]. Thus, the tectum may
represent a bifurcation point at which stimulus classification
biases the decision between mutually exclusive responses
(‘‘move toward or away’’), contributing to adequate response
selection (Figure 7C).
Experimental Procedures
Fish Care
Fish larvae were raised at 27C in embryo medium in a 14 hr/10 hr light/dark
cycle. Experiments followed protocols in accordance with the guidelines of
the German animal welfare law and approved by the local authorities.
Calcium Imaging and Visual Stimulation
Calcium imaging was performed using a custom-built multiphoton micro-
scope and a 203, 1.0 numerical aperture water-immersion objective (Zeiss).
For detection of presynaptic Ca2+ signals in RGC afferents, GCaMP-positive
offspring from a cross of atoh7:gal4 fish with UAS:GCaMP6m fish or UAS:
GCaMP3 fish were used [18, 24]. The retinorecipient neuropil was imaged
in a dorsal plane (between 5 and 30 mm from dorsal crest) and a ventral plane
(between 30 and 60 mm). For Ca2+ imaging in SIN cell bodies, Oh:GCaMP6s
fish were used. For Ca2+ imaging in PVN cell bodies, the established
elavl3:GCaMP5G line was used [46]. Larvae (5–8 days postfertilization)
were anaesthetized and paralyzed using 0.02% MS-222 (tricaine methane-
sulfonate; Sigma Aldrich) and alpha-bungarotoxin (1 mg/ml; Tocris) in
embryomedium, respectively, andmounted in a custom-made acrylic glass
chamber. With a microprojector, stimuli were presented on a diffusive
screen. So that interference of visual stimulation with fluorescence detec-
tion could be avoided, the stimulus light was synchronized with the fly-
back interval of the fast x-scan galvanometric mirror. This generated a
virtually flicker-free stimulus covering the entire visible spectrum. Stimuli
consisted of white rectangles (aspect ratio 2:1) moving on a gray structured
background in a horizontal range of 120 at a speed of 40/s. Distortion in
size when the target moved to the periphery of the curved screen was
compensated for by a nonlinear transformation.
Electrophysiology
Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were performed using a Multiclamp
700B amplifier (Molecular Devices). For voltage-clamp recordings, the intra-
cellular solution contained cesium-gluconate to minimize potassium leak
currents. Sulforhodamine-B (180–360 mM) was added to visualize the
morphology of patched cells. The holding potential was 260 mV. SINs
were patched in the established pou4f3:GFP line, in which SIN cell bodies
were identified as shadows in the superficial neuropil, selected randomly
for patch-clamp and morphological analysis. Alternatively, SINs were
patched in the Oh:GCaMP6s line, in which Ca2+ imaging could be used to
preselect SINs with small-size-selective Ca2+ signals.
Data Analysis
Calcium Signals
Fluorescence signals in the neuropil were extracted pixel by pixel from
image time series, averaged for two repetitions of stimulus presentation,
and normalized. The distribution of each pixel’s fluorescence values over
time was tested for skewness. An empirically determined threshold for
skewness (jskew.j > 0.4) was used to distinguish pixels that exhibited tran-
sient, stimulus-evoked fluorescence changes from those that contained
random noise. Fluorescence traces from SINs and PVNs were extracted
from circular ROIs manually drawn around the soma. A size selectivity index
(SI) was calculated according to S.I. = (Varlarge 2 Varsmall) / (Varlarge +
Varsmall), where Varlarge was the averaged variance during presentation of
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ing presentation of small stimuli (2, 4, and 8), resulting in indices from21
(small-size selective) to +1 (large-size selective). For analysis of SIN size
tuning in the Oh:GCaMP6s line, the fluorescence time course from SIN
somata was classified into three response categories using k-means clus-
tering in MATLAB.
Electrophysiology
Because different RGC types can increase or decrease their spike rate in
response to a specific stimulus, we took the variance of SIN input current
during stimulus presentation as a generalized measure of sensitivity to a
given stimulus size. Variance values of SIN input currents were averaged
for small (2, 4, and 8) and large (16, 32, and 64) stimuli, respectively,
and a size index was calculated as above.
Fluorescence traces and electrophysiological recordings shown in Fig-
ures 2, 4, 5, and 6 are averages from two to three stimulus repetitions. All
values are given as mean 6 SEM, if not indicated otherwise.
A more detailed description of methods is provided in the Supplemental
Experimental Procedures.
Supplemental Information
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Proce-
dures, four figures, and one movie and can be found with this article online
at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2014.09.012.
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